Uninsured Motorist Bodily Injury Lower Limits Election

Statement electing lower limits for Uninsured Motorist Bodily Injury coverage:

The State of Oregon, a self insured public entity providing insurance coverage for state agencies, elects to maintain Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Bodily Injury limits of $25,000 per person, $50,000 per occurrence per ORS 806.070.

We acknowledge State liability limits as of July 1, 2011 are $1.7 million per person, $3.4 million per occurrence and are changing annually per ORS 30.271. The State elects to maintain a $25,000/$50,000 limit for Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Bodily Injury coverage. The limit will remain in effect at this level until/unless the Financial Responsibility law increases the State required level of coverage.

This endorsement is intended specifically to address the requirement of ORS 742.502 (2) a.

The state does not calculate premiums per vehicle as a self insured entity, and thus the premium difference is not available as with private insurers. (The premium assessment covers all liability, not just vehicles).

This statement will remain in effect until the named insured, The State of Oregon, rescinds it in writing or until the Oregon Financial Responsibility laws change.
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